
Posture Clinic
A way to think about poses.



Intention of Posture Clinics
The goal of posture clinics is not to introduce you to every single yoga pose but 
rather to offer a method of breaking down a pose so that you can discover new 
poses all the time with skill and ease.



Basic Movement 
Understand form in these moves. Consider where they show up in your flow practice.

Squat : Symmetrical Hips & Legs (usually)

Hip ‘Hinge’: Forward tilt of the pelvis / hip flexion with or without knee flexion

Lunge: Asymmetrical Hips & Legs (often with locomotion like a step)

Press : Shoulders Protracted, Thrusting Forward

Pull : Shoulder Retratracted, Drawing Back

Twist : Spine Rotates To Drive the Motion

Pivot : Hips Drive the Motion



Basic Pose Types
Standing Symmetrical

Standing Asymmetrical (lunges)

Single Leg Balance

Forward Folds (standing, seated)

Backbends (prone, supine)

Side Bends & Twists

Arm Balances

Inversions



Key Aspect of Every Pose
Name (English & Sanskrit)

Lines of Energy

Anchor - Tether - Expression

Key Joint Actions

Key Muscles

Modifications / Variations

Misalignments v. Individual Expression

Cues



Mountain Pose : Tadasana
Line of Energy - Head to Toe, Toe to Head

Key Joint Actions :: Key Muscles 

● Extended Knees (Quads Engaged)
● Neutral Hips, Pelvis, and Lumbar (Glutes & Trans. Abdominis Engaged)
● Shoulders Externally rotated and arms at sides (Infraspinatus & Teres Minor “Rotators” 

Engaged, Pectoralis Major Long)
● Modifications

○ Wider Stance - lessens restriction in SI joint, widens base of support



Mountain Pose : Anchor/Tether/Express
Anchor - root what’s grounded

Root down through the corners of the feet

Drop your tailbone towards the floor.

Tether - Stabilize and lengthen the spine

Draw the pit of your belly up and in.

Lengthen up through your crown

Express - Relax anything bound up or deepen the pose

Lift the chest and and relax the neck & shoulders



What is Misalignment?
Inefficient Use of Energy and Shared Load.

These are common symptoms. Cues help create action to help solve the 
problem.  Consider what causes ...

Overly extended low back 

Slumping shoulders

Forward Head

Chin Tipped too far up or down

Knees not tracking with foot and/or hip



Lines of Energy

Lines of energy is another way to visualize 
form. 
More specifically you can identify 
efficiency or inefficiency in how the body 
carries load. Lines of energy most often is 
easiest to identify in a static posture rather 
than transitions and transition/movement is 
when we open ourselves up to injury. 
However starting in good form will set us 
up for success; working with lines of 
energy is a great place to start!



Lines of Energy
Consider this shape.

Can you identify the anchor?

What would happen in the trunk from the force of 
the back leg if she wasn’t also actively reaching or 
lifting up to the ceiling? What does this tell you 
about the tether?

How does the activity in the upper body increase 
the expression, intensity, or energy of the pose?


